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there has been considerable com-
ment in the tundra times as well as
in other newspapers on the subsistence
issue and I1 offer to your readers
several observations on that issue
based on 20 years of experience as an
adviser on alaska native law to the
federal and state governments

OPINION
the perspective of the alaska

natives on the subsistence issue should
be the alaska natives you have a
history of several thousand years of
subsistence inin alaska this history has
been the basis of which you shaped
your culture

there should be no one who has a
greater right to subsistence than
yourselves this does not mean
however that you should reject coalichali
tionseions with non natives who also rely
upon subsistence if that isis a necessary
political consideration however
these non natives should be their own
spokesmen for their subsistence rights

the question of subsistence was
disregarded by congress when it
passed the alaska native claims set
tlementclement act in 1971 this was a
mistake the usual practicepractiprackie in federal
indian settlements whether by treaty
or statute is the preservation ofhuntof hunt
ing and fishing rights of the indian

the alaska native leaders at the
time did not appreciate thedangersthe dangers in
herent in ANCSA there was an un
due emphasis on business corporations
and money inin ANCSA the continual
concern to alaska natives since 1971
has been one more amendment to
ANCSA to correct this problem

of course this isis hindsight and I1

do not intend any criticism of alaska
native leaders of that era it isis unforanfor
tunatedunate that there were not other alaska
native spokesmen at the time who
would have argued for a more tradiaradi
tionaldional settlement

one of the reasons for the singular
provisions of ANCSA was the hurry
for the settlement by the oil industry
inin its haste to build the oil pipeline
there was no real opportunity for
alaska natives in the villages to
discuss the settlement

it isis impossible to imagine an alaska
native village relinquishing its sub
si stence rights inin exchange for rights
over land and money ththe real value
of the land to the village is the basis
it provides for a subsistence economy

it isis precisely this rush to settlement
on the subsistence issue which you
should avoid at the present time it is
better to endure a situation which may
be unsatisfactory for a short time than
to pursue a solution which may not
bear the test of time

the mcdowell decision points out
one of the main problems with the sub
si stence provisions of the alaska na
tionaldional interest lands conservation
act the hunting and fishing rights of
american indians are federal rights
I1 know of no other group of american
indians mlthtaht has state hunting and
fishing rights whether inin the
phraseology of rural residents or
something else

A state has no legal authority on
such indian matters unless this is
authorized by congress the problem
with subsistence rights in ANILCA is
the same as the other problems in
ANCSA there was a departure from
traditional solutions of american in

dianthan problems the mcdowell deci-
sion was not a racist decision of the
alaska supreme court but a decision
of a state court which was unable to
justify an awkward solution to an
american indian problem in terms of
customary principles of state and
federal jurisprudence

the subsistence provisions of
ANILCA are defective in a number of
respects and need correction in any
event if there isis to be a federal
guarantee of your subsistence rights
ccongressangressongress never appropriated enough
money to make the administrative
system function properly there was
110nott enough federal oversight of state
implementation of ANILCA

the terminology of the law isis
vvagueague the state and federal govern-
ments have not even been able ttto agree
on the basic definition of I1 rural
residents

there isis a legal question whether
ANILCA even applies to navigable
waters which are above state
submerged lands this means that
such fish as salmon the main basis of
subsistence for many villages may not
even be covered by ANILCA the
provisions for federal management of
fish and wildlife inin the event of state
noncompliance with ANILCA provi
sions are also vague

the resolution of the subsistence

for example have
you considered sub-
sistencesi rights which
would be held by
villages rather than
by individuals

issue in a way satisfactory to you re-
quires an amendment by congress to
ANILCA this does not mean that an
amendment to the alaska constitution
is not also necessary ANILCA re-
quired laws by both congress and the
alaska legislature and any amend-
ments to ANILCA may require a
similar approach

there are other options6ptions available to
you which I1 have not yet read about
inin articles about proposed legislation
for example have you considered
subsistence rights which would be held
by villages rather than by individualsindividuals99
the villages would then determine
their own subsistence needs as well as
the participants inin the subsistence
harvest

villages could authorize non
natives to hunt and fish for sub-
sistencesi this would preclude the

rural resident solution ofofAANILCANILCA
annual quotas could be set by govern-
mental boards in which there is
representation of the villages

this would be similar to the alaska
eskimo whaling commission A
village approach would conform itself
to the present subsistence practice inin
most villages the village approach to
alaska rural government isis described
in more detail by thomas morehouse
in a 1989 publication by the institute
6of Ssocial and economic research with
ththe tittitlefle rebuilding the political
economies ofalaskaof alaska native villages

in conclusion alaska natives were
confronted with the same situation that
they confronted inin 1971 withwithancsaANCSA
but which they did not resolve at that
time it will take the tunetime and effort
of the alaska natives themselves at
this time to resolve the issue
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